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CONFIGURATION TYPES 
First, determine the type of configuration your Artemis Vision Drive-Thru Barcode 
Scanning System will use. Everything is included to set-up each unit except as noted 
below.

We support two configuration types: Drive Thru or Drive By (see Example Set-Up 
Layouts). When set-up and configured correctly, both set-ups allow in-motion scanning of 
properly configured and placed barcodes.

Drive Thru is a “license plate reader” style approach, with the cameras facing the forklift 
driver and pallet. This set-up allows the most flexibility in distance between cameras and 
pallets, as well as barcode/label placement. The “Default” and “Distant” set-up diagrams in 
Example Set-Up Layouts illustrate this configuration.

Drive By is set up so the camera is perpendicular to the side of the pallet. Some facilities 
do not have the required room for Drive Thru configuration. Drive By configuration allows 
for the cameras to be much closer to the side of the pallet, but requires more specific 
placement of the barcodes/labels, and can sometimes require more light. The “Drive By” 
set-up diagram illustrates this configuration. 

Additionally, the Artemis Vision Drive-Thru Barcode Scanning System can be configured to 
send and store data in three ways:

1. Keyboard Mode - This mode sends the data as if the system were a typical 
handheld barcode reader.

2. UDP/ABP - This mode allows the customer to set-up a client/server using standard 
UDP. This mode allows for simple messaging and validation to occur on the 
customer side using the customer’s existing ERP or WMS software.

3. Text File/Spreadsheet – See Set-Up Procedure.
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EXAMPLE SET-UP LAYOUTS
Default Set-Up

Default Set-up
Active Scan Area
~2.5m to ~3.5m
from door
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EXAMPLE SET-UP LAYOUTS
Distant Set-Up

Alternate Set-up 1
Active Scan Area
~3.5m to ~4.5m
from door

DoorUn
it

Recommended
Drive Path
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Scan Area
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EXAMPLE SET-UP LAYOUTS
Drive By Set-Up

Alternate Set-up 2
Drive By Mode
    •Barcodes on
      side of pallet

Door

Unit

Recommended
Drive Path

Readable
Scan
Area

Active Scan Area
~.5m to ~1m
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SCAN TERMINOLOGY
Scan Area Refers to the Field of View (FOV) of each camera. This is the rectangular 

area that each camera “sees” to find the barcodes. The cameras are set up 
to decode barcodes in a 2m wide x 1.5m tall FOV. At default zoom this will 
be your FOV at 3m (10ft) away.  It should roughly cover a person from toe 
to shoulder in height and, with their arms outstretched, cover from fingertip 
to fingertip in width.  As the person moves away from the camera at a given 
zoom level, the person will appear smaller. At the desired scan distance, 
adjust the zoom (focal length of the lens) so the person fills the image 
(shoulder to toe, fingertip to fingertip). 

If you would like to scan from further than 3m (10ft) away, back up to the 
desired scan location and zoom in (longer focal length) until the person fills 
the frame. If you would like to scan from less than 3m (10ft) away, move 
closer to the desired scan location and zoom out until you see the person 
from shoulder to toe and fingertip to fingertip with arms outstretched.

Scan Plane Refers to the optimal focus area, or Focal Plane of each lens. Each camera has 
a ‘zone’ that extends closer and further from the central Scan Plane where 
the barcodes will be in crisp focus. With the default lens settings, the Set-Up 
Target should look in sharp focus from about 2.4m (8ft) to 3.7m (12ft) away.

Scan Angle Depending on the mounted height of each camera enclosure and the 
distance from the Scan Plane, the angle of the camera can be slightly 
different. Optimal placement would reduce this angle to horizontal if 
possible. Steeper angles can be problematic, but most typical configurations 
can handle a fair amount of ‘skew’ from camera angle. Shorter distances 
using the Drive Thru configuration are most prone to this, but with proper 
lens adjustment most angles and distances are workable. See Example Set-
Up Layouts. 

MOUNTING INFORMATION 
Each standalone Drive-Thru Barcode Scanning System comes with all necessary 
mounting hardware to connect it to a customer-supplied section of P1000 Unistrut in 
either configuration. The unit accepts 100-260VAC 50/60HZ. Default unit ships with 
a type B (North American) plug; other plugs available as needed. An easy-to-follow 
mounting manual is included with each system, and typically takes less than one hour 
to mount each system physically (not including running AC power and mounting the 
Unistrut section).
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REQUIREMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Barcode Requirements:
The Artemis Vision Drive-Thru Barcode Scanning System is most effective with 2D 
barcodes (Data Matrix) with a minimum size of 4mm.  See below for a 14 x 14 datamatrix 
at the recommended module size of 4mm.  Other configurations are possible; contact 
Artemis Vision for details.

Lighting Recommendations:

The Artemis Vision system can automatically adjust the camera exposure in software, 
but generally speaking, the more light the better. Low-light situations can affect scan 
accuracy, and have an impact on the maximum speed the driver can be moving during 
scanning. Artemis Vision recommends at least 300 Lux at the scanning face of the pallet. 
This is about the equivalent of a well-lit office or retail environment. An inexpensive 
light meter can help you determine if you need to add more light, but most warehouse 
operations have adequate lighting due to standard safety requirements.

Additional Physical Location Recommendations:
For maximum efficiency and scanning success, Artemis Vision recommends placing 
“guides” with tape or paint lines to demarcate the preferred drive path for forklift 
operators as they approach the door. A simple line on the left and right to mark the Scan 
Area, and two lines to designate the Scan Zone min and max area should suffice. Once 
operators have become accustomed to these locations, it will become routine for them 
to approach and slow down moderately for scanning to occur.
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SET-UP PROCEDURE 
Once the enclosures/cameras/CPU have been mounted, there is a short procedure 
required to set up each camera:

1.  Prepare the area - A representative pallet should be placed in the typical location 
where you want to capture the barcodes. 

2.  Launch the Artemis Vision Drive-Thru Barcode Scanning software on the system.

3.  Position the upper physical camera canister so that the image of the pallet is 
visible on screen. Ensure that a typical barcode is on the front surface of the pallet 
in the middle portion of the FOV.

4. Click Stop. Click the Artemis Vision logo or press F5 to enter configuration mode. 
Click Configure:

HANDLING DATA 
By default, all system read data is stored in a local CSV file and, optionally, on a 
remote server configured using the ABP Communications protocol (appendix to Drive 
Thru Scanner Interfaces and Architectures document). Additionally, the system can 
be configured to load door-specific data (i.e. barcodes/items that are scheduled for 
loading at a particular door at a particular time). With this configuration, pallets can be 
checked against a list and indicate if a mismatch has occurred, leading to more accurate 
shipments. Please contact Artemis Vision for more information on this configuration.
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5. Choose camera by serial number. Then click Start: 

6. Adjust the FOV using the zoom adjustment on the lens (ring furthest from body of 
camera) until the area you can see covers enough physical space to accommodate 
the desired drive path of the forklift and the width of a typical pallet. See image:
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7.  Adjust the Aperture on the lens (ring closest to camera). This allows more or less 
light into the sensor. You may have to physically add more light to your selected 
location. 

8. Fine-tune the Focus (middle adjustment ring) so the image is crisp. When 
complete, tighten all thumb screws. 

9. View Module Width and Height to verify readability from the desired distance 
(bar will display green; no color and values of 0 indicate nothing can be read). 
If necessary, zoom in with the camera to achieve mininum pixels needed. Keep 
in mind this will also affect the FOV. Verify appropriate Contrast, and if needed 
adjust lighting. See below:

10. It may be necessary to go back and forth between steps 6 and 9 to achieve a 
steady reading of the barcode in the image. This is indicated by a yellow box 
around the image, and the actual decoded barcode information under the image. 
Adjust until the yellow indicator and barcode info are steady and do not flicker. 
See images:

Focus adjustment neededNo adjustments needed
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11. View and adjust additional camera parameters by clicking the Parameters tab. See 
below: 

Note: These parameters are system settings so there is no need to customize by camera.

Parameters Descriptions:
Minimum Module Count Vertical - Minimum number of modules in each column 
of the data matrix.

Maximum Module Count Vertical - Maximum number of modules in each column 
of the data matrix.

Minimum Module Count Horizontal – Minimum number of modules in each 
row of the data matrix.

Out of focusIn focus
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Maximum Module Count Horizontal – Maximum number of modules in each 
row of the data matrix.

Barcode Results Per Image – Quantity of barcodes expected to be detected in 
each image.

Scanner Location ID – Unique identifier for dock door or barcode reader 
location.

Server IP and Port – Reference “Scanner Interfaces and Architecture” document.

Camera Exposure – Set to 0µs for auto exposure.

Camera Gain – Set to 10db for factory default. Contact Artemis Vision for further 
instruction on changing this parameter. 

Back Off Truck Time through Barcode Scan and Pallet Detection Delay – 
Reference the following section for the option “CONFIGURING PALLET DETECTION 
WITH PHOTO EYE.”

Server Response Dwell Duration – Reference “Scanner Interfaces and 
Architecture” document.

Barcode is 2D – Check for 2D data matrix, uncheck for 1D

Normalize Display Image – Check mark may enable an optimized image to be 
displayed to forklift driver. NOTE: checking this box will only impact the image on 
the main screen that the operator sees, and will not impact image used to read 
and decode barcode as set up in steps 1-9. 

Save Images – Check to save all images in C:Artemis\images

Reorder Cameras – Check to swap “top” and “bottom” on the main screen.

Enable Heartbeat – For server, reference “Scanner Interfaces and Architecture” 
document.

Enable AutoStart – Check to automatically start barcode reading whenever the 
software starts up.

12. Follow the same procedure for additional cameras, with the camera aimed at the 
barcode positioned on the bottom pallet (in a stack of 2). 

13. When cameras are properly configured, system will indicate successful decoding 
of barcodes with a green box highlighting where the barcode image was found. 
See following page:
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14.  For serverless operation, set-up is complete. Barcode reads and images are time- 
and date-stamped and written to the file system at C:\Artemis\Logs (see Handling 
Data).

15.  For operation with a Server, please refer to the ABP Communications Guide 
(appendix to the Drive Thru Scanner Interfaces and Architectures document).

OPTION FOR DIGITAL I/O SET-UP PROCEDURE 
The system may optionally be configured to use one or more photo eye pairs and an 
audible alarm to indicate positive reads and direction of pallet/forkilft travel.

This option can be used to trigger a very loud alarm that is hard for a driver to ignore, as 
well as creating an event that can be logged to a database.  

Any time a pallet moves past a photo eye without a corresponding barcode having 
been read in configured Maximum Time Between Barcode Scan and Pallet Detection, 
an audible alarm will alert the driver. This requires a photo eye to be positioned in each 
location where a pallet would pass through.  For stacked pallets, a pair of photo eyes is 
needed for each pallet in the stack. 
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CONFIGURING PALLET DETECTION WITH PHOTO EYE

As a rough guide, the above diagram indicates placement of the photo eyes, roughly in the 
middle of each pallet in a stacked set of two and spaced so that width of pallet covers both 
photo eyes. 

NOTE: photo eyes should be mounted in such a way that the barcode is read before the 
lagging photo eye’s falling edge is caused by loading a pallet onto a truck. Reference 
timing diagram on following page.

Photo eye I/O scan time resolution = 5 ms. 

To get feedback on photoeye triggering, click the Artemis Vision icon at the top of the 
Artemis Vision Drive-Thru Barcode Scanning software, or press F5. A check mark will 
show next to the appropriate input when the corresponding photo eye is triggered. 
When a pallet is detected, the Top/Bottom Pallet buttons turn green.  When a pallet is 
detected but is still within the reload time window, the Top/Bottom Pallet buttons turn 
grey. Select “Test Alarm” to verify functionality of the alarm. See below:
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Parameters for each pallet location (use the diagram on following page as a guide): 

1.  Debounce Time - how many reads in a row must be consistent to cause an edge 

2. Minimum Window- minimum time between photo eye being blocked and unblocked 
to trigger a detected load event (prevent false detections from people walking by). 

 8 mph = 12 ft/s, pallet = 3 ft, min photo eye on time = 250 ms 

3. Maximum Window - maximum time between photo eye being blocked and unblocked 
to trigger a detected load event (prevent false detections from objects being left 
blocking photo eye). 

 2 mph = 3 ft/s, pallet & truck = 10 ft, max photo eye on time = 3,300 ms

4. Reload Time – minimum time between truck load events (prevent false detections from 
forklift backing off truck after loading)  
(E.g. Driver loads pallet onto truck within 30 seconds, backs forklift off truck and drives into warehouse to 
pick up next pallet, driver returns to door after 2 minutes. Reload time set to 1 minute avoids false detection 
from forklift backing off truck.)

5. Maximum Time Between Barcode Scan and Pallet Detection - sets the time allowed 
between a camera reading a barcode, and the photo eye detecting a pallet.
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DIGITAL I/O CONNECTIONS

The photo eyes should be wired according to the diagram below, using the included photo 
eye pairs and audible alarm hardware. 

For full system wiring details, see schematic on following 
page. Users are encouraged to follow the guidance of 
NFPA 70 to ensure safe and continued operation of the 
equipment.
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info@artemisvision.com
(303) 832-1111

www.artemisvision.com


